
CHSH Opens Big! UP 27.5%

China Shoe Holdings Inc. (CHSH)
$0.74 UP 27.5%

News is spreading and investors are jumping. Following the announcement 
of 1000 new retail outlets being opened, heavy trading pushed shares up 27.5%.
News expected tomorrow. Trading will be huge. Get on CHSH fist thing Tuesday!

I understand with all the hype and fanboys, it wasn’t going to be hard to sell y
our phone.
A good combination can make a huge difference to the heat you feel on the other 
side.
so why can’t I get one?
Perhaps you’re unaware that we share media with you.
I need all the preservatives I can get.
perhaps you didn’t know there isn’t a Canadian edition of every magazine and TV 
channel you have.
News is finally starting to percolate through the web that Rogers, the only GSM 
provider in Canada is working on bringing the iPhone to Canada.
Perhaps you’re unaware that we share media with you.



Yes I know your phone is groundbreaking, yes I see it’s popular and does many gr
eat things, yes I know it’s available now.
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eat things, yes I know it’s available now.
What’s worrying about said news, is there aren’t any definite times, there isn’t
 anything certain, and there’s no excuse for the delay.
hey the iPods were expensive but you had no problems selling them.
I don’t think anyone saw that coming.
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